This paper outlines the design and implementation of the PEVM, a new scalable, high-performance implementation of orthogonal persistence for the Java platform OPJ. The PEVM is based on the Sun Microsystems Laboratories Virtual Machine for Research, which features an optimizing Just-In-Time compiler, exact generational garbage collection, and fast thread synchronization. The PEVM also uses a new, scalable persistent object store designed to manage 80GB of objects. It is approximately ten times faster than previous OPJ implementations and can run signi cantly larger programs. Despite its greater speed and scalability, the PEVM's implementation is much simpler e.g., just 43 of the VM source patches needed by our previous OPJ implementation. This is largely due to the pointer swizzling strategy we c hose, the ResearchVM's exact memory management, and simple but e ective mechanisms. For example, we implement some key data structures in the Java programming language since this automatically makes them persistent.
Introduction
The Forest project at Sun Microsystems Laboratories and the Persistence and Distribution Group at Glasgow University are developing orthogonal persistence for the Java platform OPJ Atkinson, Morrison 95 . This gives programs, with only minor source le changes, the illusion of a very large object heap containing objects that are automatically saved to stable storage, typically on disk, and fetched from stable storage into virtual memory on demand Jordan, Atkinson 99 .
The PEVM is our most recent OPJ implementation. We learned a great deal from our previous system PJama Classic", but we w anted an OPJ system with more performance, scalability, and maintainability. The PEVM is based on the high performance Sun Microsystems Laboratories Virtual Machine for Research ResearchVM" 1 , which includes an optimizing Just-In-Time JIT compiler Detlefs, Agesen 99 , fast thread synchronization Agesen et al. 99 , and exact generational garbage collection. It is also based on the Sphere recoverable persistent object store from Glasgow University Printezis 00 Printezis et al. 97 . Sphere is intended speci cally to overcome the store-related limitations we experienced with PJama Classic. It is designed to scale well up to 80GB.
SunLabs document n umber 2000-0189. y Java, J2EE, HotSpot, PJama, Sun, Sun Microsystems are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. All SPARC trademarks are used under license and are trademarks or registered trademarks of SPARC I n ternational, Inc. in the United States and other countries. Products bearing SPARC trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.
1 The ResearchVM is embedded in Sun's Java 2 SDK Production Release for the Solaris TM Operating Environment, available at http: www.sun.com solaris java . This paper describes the design and implementation of the PEVM. Our design goals are listed in Section 2. Then Section 3 rst outlines and then describes in detail the PEVM's architecture. This is followed by a section that discusses the performance of the PEVM, another that describes related work, and then by a summary and conclusion section.
Design Goals
This section discusses our goals for the PEVM's design. Our primary goals were to provide high performance and scalability. The performance criteria were the following:
. Overall execution speed of long-running persistent applications should be as high as possible.
. Object caching should be e cient. It should also be non-disruptive: the pauses it produces should be small. . Checkpointing latency should be dominated by the performance of the object store, not by the object cache. Our scalability goals were the following:
. Sphere is designed to manage stores of approximately 80GB of objects. The PEVM must be able to operate with the same large number of objects. . The ResearchVM supports heaps of more than one gigabyte. The PEVM should be able to use such large heaps without signi cantly increasing the disruption caused by garbage collection. . The ResearchVM supports server applications with hundreds of threads. The PEVM should not introduce bottlenecks that signi cantly reduce its multi-threading capabilities. A secondary design goal was simplicity. W e w anted to create a system that was easy to maintain and enhance. We w anted to use straightforward solutions and to only add complexity when necessary. W e deliberately chose simple initial solutions, as long as they were easy to replace. This allowed us to build a running system quickly, which w e used to gain experience and to discover where improvements were needed. For example, our rst implementation of the Resident Object Table ROT see section 3.3.1 below was a single-level hashtable that required long pauses during reorganization when it grew to hold a large number of objects. We subsequently replaced it with a more sophisticated implementation.
3 Architecture of the PEVM This section describes the PEVM's architecture. It starts with an overview that lists key design points, then discusses speci c parts of the design in more detail.
The ResearchVM consists of an interpreter, a JIT compiler, runtime support functions, and a garbage collected heap. The PEVM extends the ResearchVM with an object cache and a persistent object store. Figure 1 shows its main components and indicates where data transfers between them occur:
. The heap and the object cache are integrated and contain both transient and persistent objects see section 3.3. The PEVM uses the ResearchVM's default heap con guration with a nursery generation and a mark-compact old generation. . The PEVM's scalable resident object table ROT see section 3.3.1 translates references to objects in the store into virtual memory addresses in the object cache. . The store driver see section 3.2 hides details of interacting with a store from the rest of the PEVM. . The default persistent object store implementation used by the PEVM is Sphere, which includes an internal page cache and a recovery log. Other store architectures can be used by writing a new driver that implements the store driver interface. . The logical archiver exports a store's objects to a le in a format that survives changes to the PEVM. It also supports reconstructing the store" from an archive le. see section 3.4. . The evolution facility supports application change while preserving the existing data in a store see section 3.5. 
Representation of objects and references
An object reference in the PEVM is either a direct pointer to an object in the heap or a persistent identi er PID that uniquely identi es the object in the store. A PID is allocated by the store the rst time an object is written to it by a checkpoint operation. We use direct pointers to maximize the PEVM's CPU performance; see section 3.3.3 for more detail. The PEVM adds additional information to the header of each heap object. This includes an object's PID if persistent or 0. A ag indicates whether the object has been modi ed. Other ags support eviction and indicate, for example, whether the object can never be evicted because it is essential for the PEVM's operation.
To make c heckpointing and object faulting as fast as possible, the PEVM uses representations for instance and array objects in the store that closely resemble those in memory, except that the object references they contain are replaced by the corresponding PIDs unswizzled. It represents classes on disk using an architecture-neutral description that includes a PID for an array containing the class le's bytes, the values of static elds, and a set of ag bits that indicate whether the class has been veri ed, linked, and initialized. This representation is much simpler than one that tries to mirror the in-memory representation of classes as in PJama Classic. The PEVM reloads classes without reinitializion or relinking when it faults them in, and uses the ag bits and static eld values to restore the class's state. We found that reloading classes from the store is not a signi cant runtime cost.
Store driver
While Sphere is the default store used by the PEVM, we occasionally use a second, simpler store implementation to isolate problems 2 . A store driver insulates the PEVM from details of a store. It implements a high-level interface of store operations used by the rest of the PEVM. It also performs all conversions 2 We are just beginning to experiment with a third store that is log-structured.
between the heap and store representations of objects, and is the only system component that understands both representations. To adapt the PEVM to an additional store architecture, it is enough to implement a new store driver.
Object cache architecture
As described above, the heap and the persistent object cache are combined. Other persistent systems including PJama Classic sometimes use a separate object cache so that persistent objects can be managed di erently from transient ones. Despite the potential advantages of this architecture, we c hose a combined heap because it required fewer changes to the ResearchVM and because it uses storage more e ectively. Space not needed for transient objects can be used for persistent objects, and vice-versa.
The remainder of other section describes other components of the object cache.
3.3.1 ROT Resident Object Table   The ROT is a lookup table holding pointers to every persistent object in the object cache. It can be queried with a PID to determine whether the corresponding persistent object is already cache-resident and, if so, its address see the description of object faulting in section 3.3.6. Since the size of the ResearchVM's heap can be more than one gigabyte, the ROT must be capable of holding references to hundreds of millions of objects. To scale well, the ROT is organized as two tiers. A large xed-size high" table points to a number of small, xed-size low" tables. The high-order bits of the PID are used to index the high table to get the appropriate low table, then the low-order PID bits are used to search that low table. The small low tables allow fast reorganization and ne-grained locking. The PEVM must lock a l o w table when entering a new persistent object to prevent another thread from also entering an object and possibly reorganizing the table.
The PCD and the String intern table
The PEVM uses two other key data structures, the Persistent Class Dictionary PCD and the String intern table. These are metadata that are maintained in the store. Both data structures are implemented in the Java programming language because their performance is not critical and persistence is automatic. PJama Classic implemented these in C and we found the code that translated between the memory and store representations error prone. However, implementing them in the Java programming language does complicate the PEVM's bootstrap initialization because they can not be used until enough of the VM is running to support programs.
To ensure type safety, the store must include the class for each object and it uses the PCD to hold that class information. The PCD is searched whenever a class is loaded: if the class is in the store, it is loaded using the PCD's information. Like the ROT, the PCD is organized as a two level hashtable. The String intern table manages String literals, which the Java programming language requires be unique and shared within a program's execution. The PEVM uses the String intern table to ensure that a literal String is unique across the entire lifetime that is, repeated executions of a persistent program.
Swizzling Strategy
Pointer swizzling speeds up programs by translating PIDs into normal virtual memory addresses in the object cache. The PEVM swizzles a reference when it is rst pushed onto a thread stack: if it is a PID, it faults the object in if necessary it may already be in the object cache, then replaces the PID on the stack and in memory with the object's address. References are pushed when a value is accessed in an object: an instance including a class or an array. The primitive language operations that access object references from other objects are listed in Table 1 . Thus, references on the stack are always direct pointers; this includes all references in local variables, temporaries, and method invocation parameters.
Using the terminology of White 94 , our swizzling strategy is lazy and direct. It is lazy at the granularity of a single reference: references in resident objects stay unswizzled until they are accessed. This has the advantage that only references used by the programs are swizzled. Our strategy is direct because we replace a PID by the in-memory address of the referenced object. Table 1 : Language operations that are sources of object references itself points to the object when it is in memory. Indirect swizzling provides more exibility in deciding what objects to evict from the cache and when to evict them Dayn es, Atkinson 97 . We chose this direct strategy because it requires fewer source changes: only the implementations of the get eld put eld, getstatic putstatic, and array access bytecodes need to be changed. It also has less CPU overhead since it avoids an extra level of indirection. More detail about our swizzling strategy appears in Lewis, Mathiske 99 .
Persistence read and write barriers
Barriers Hosking, Moss 93 are actions performed during certain object access operations e.g., reads, writes to support object caching and checkpointing. The PEVM's persistence read barrier is responsible for swizzling object references and, when necessary, faulting in persistent objects. Because of its swizzling strategy, the PEVM only needs to add read barriers where the three operations in Table 1 are performed and where the result is known to be a reference. As a result, stack operations the majority of operations do not require read barriers.
The PEVM's persistence write barrier marks updated objects so that on a later checkpoint if they are reachable from a persistent root they will be propagated to the store. Since writes occur much less frequently than reads, the PEVM's write barrier simply marks the object dirty b y resetting the isClean" ag in its header. The JIT can implement the persistence write barrier using a single instruction since it already holds the reference in a machine register. Similarly, the JIT implements the read barrier by seven inline instructions: three instructions are executed in the common case already swizzled, while all seven and a procedure call are executed if a PID is encountered:
1. Check whether the resulting reference is a PID or an address. If it is an address fast path, skip the rest of the barrier. 2. Slow path Pass the PID to a runtime procedure that tests whether the PID's object is resident i n memory and, if not, faults it in. In any case, the procedure returns the object's heap address. The PID in memory is replaced by this address to avoid re-executing the barrier's slow path if a future access is made with the same reference Except for JIT-generated code and a few support routines in assembly language, the ResearchVM uniformly uses its memsys software interface to access runtime values such as objects, classes, arrays, and primitive v alues White, Garthwaite 98 . This meant w e could easily get nearly total coverage of all access operations in non-JITed code by adding our barriers to the implementation of memsys.
Checkpointing
Checkpointing writes all changed and newly persistent objects to the store. The PEVM does not currently checkpoint native threads. It starts a checkpoint b y stopping all other threads to ensure that it writes a consistent set of objects. It then makes two passes: a gather pass to identify and allocate PIDs for the objects to checkpoint, and a save pass to write objects to the store. It does not need to do a garbage collection, which is crucial to keep latency down. Objects are written using a breadth-rst traversal that yields good clustering Schkolnick 7 7 . Objects are unswizzled in the store's bu er pool so that they are left intact in the heap and are immediately usable after a checkpoint.
Object and class faulting
When the PEVM's read barrier faults in a object, it ensures that the object's class is in memory faulting it in if necessary and swizzles the object's reference to it. This allows the PEVM to use the ResearchVM's existing procedures without change. It allocates space for the object in the heap and then enters the object into the ROT. Class faulting uses information recorded in the PCD. The class is loaded using the PID found there for its class le. To use the ResearchVM's standard class loading code, the PEVM rst ensures that the class loader for the class is resident and swizzles its reference.
Eviction
The PEVM frees up space in the object cache by evicting some persistent objects. This is done during garbage collection because the PEVM uses direct pointers to objects and only the collector has support to update all references to an object. Because of the complexity required, the PEVM does not currently evict dirty objects or objects directly referenced from a thread stack. Eviction is performed during a collection of the heap's mark-compact old generation. We support multiple eviction strategies, but the default is second chance since it proved to be the most e ective strategy among those we tried. In this strategy, a n object marked for eviction is kept if it is referenced before the next old space collection. Second chance eviction keeps the most recently used objects in the hope that they will be used again. Eviction operates as follows: First, the collector marks the eviction candidates as victims" and unswizzles references to them. Then, later if the program dereferences a reference to a victim object that object's victim mark is cleared. On the next old generation collection, all remaining victim objects are removed from the heap. This strategy typically evicts more objects than the second chance strategy of PJama Classic Dayn es, Atkinson 97 . As a result, we are investigating other schemes that might retain more objects.
Archiving
A store depends on the particular version of the PEVM that created it. The store may no longer be usable if a change is made to the store format or to a class represented in the store, even if that class is purely internal to the PEVM implementation 3 . T o a void this problem we created a portable archive le format that represents the user-visible state of the program.
Creating an archive is much like checkpointing except that the objects are written in a portable format. Each object is assigned a unique index and all references to it are replaced by that index. The archive format for an object includes its identity hash value. The format for a class instance has its class and the values of all public and private elds. The representation of a class includes its name, its class loader, and a list of the names and types of its non-static elds. We also record the values of static variables and the class le for user-de ned classes: those loaded into the application class loader or a user-de ned class loader. By only recording such data for user-de ned classes the archived data is isolated from most changes to classes that implement the PEVM.
Restoring from a archive recreates the application's state without running any user-de ned code. Classes are loaded and then set to the same state in the original program linked, initialized, etc. without running static initializers. Instances are created and given eld values from the archive without running a constructor. Objects created from an archive are assigned the same identity hash value as the original object represented in the archive.
The logical archive and restore utilities are written almost entirely in the Java programming language. To allow this, the PEVM includes re ection-like native methods to read and write private elds, create empty" instances without running constructors, mark a class as already initialized without running static initializers, and assign an object's identity hash value.
Evolution
Traditionally, applications are separated from their data: a program loads its data from a le or database, does its work, then writes its results back. Changes to a program, including changes to its internal data structures, do not a ect the on-disk data unless the on-disk representation is changed. Persistence saves application developers the di culty and cost of explicitly managing the persistence of their data. Unfortunately, it breaks the traditional program development model: changing a class often makes its instances in a store invalid. To deal with this, we implemented a program evolution facility Dmitriev et al. 00 that allows programmers to simultaneously change programs and their data. The evolution facility determines how each class is being changed and, for many c hanges, automatically converts its instances. Complex changes that modify the representation of data structures e.g., changing a point's representation from Cartesian to polar coordinates may require some assistance from the programmer.
Small
4 The PEVM's Performance Table 2 shows the average run times in milliseconds for several OO7 traversals when PJama Classic, the PEVM, and the ResearchVM labeled ResVM" are run transiently. OO7 is a standard benchmark that simulates the behavior of a CAD system traversing graphs of engineering objects. We ran ve hot" traversals after an initial cold" traversal and computed the average of the remaining run times. The traversals were run on a Sun Ultra 10 workstation with a 333MHz SPARC CPU and 1GB of memory more than was used by any traversal. PJama Classic can not run the large OO7 database, so that column is blank. These results demonstrate how m uch faster the PEVM and ResearchVM are compared to PJama Classic: for the medium database, the PEVM and ResearchVM are faster by factors of 14.0 and 15.6 respectively. They also show h o w little the additional persistence barriers used by the PEVM cost: 10.0 for the medium database. Table 3 shows the average times for the same traversals when PJama Classic and the PEVM are run persistently. The column for the ResearchVM is included but left blank to make it easier to compare the two tables. We w ere unable to run PJama Classic on two of the OO7 traversals.
Experience with several programs shows that the average overhead of the PEVM's persistence barriers is about 15. The barrier cost in the interpreted PJama Classic is also about 15 Jordan 96 and we expected, when designing the PEVM, that the relative cost for the PEVM's barriers would be higher because of the ResearchVM's greater speed. The execution time overhead for the pBOB benchmark Dimpsey et al. 00 is just 9 compared to the standard ResearchVM. IBM created this benchmark to measure the performance of server programs written for the Java platform that operate on business objects stored in object databases. The SPECjvm98 SPEC 98 db and javac benchmarks are slowed down by 14 and 18, respectively. Programs that do extensive array computation such as the SPECjvm98 compress benchmark are slowed down up to 40. This is because we had to disable a ResearchVM optimization that reduces the cost of array bounds checks since it interacts badly with our read barrier.
The overall performance of the PEVM is good when running large persistent programs. As an example, pBOB run with the ResearchVM yields about 27000 pBOB transactions" per minute when run with a single pBOB thread over a 100 populated warehouse. When the PEVM runs that same con guration of pBOB persistently, the result is 23403. This is despite the fact that the PEVM must fault in more than 220MB of objects from the store for this particular benchmark.
The PEVM can scale to very large numbers of objects. It easily supports the large OO7 database. In additional, we ran an experiment where we added additional warehouses to pBOB each containing about 212MB of objects until it ran over 24 warehouses: a total of more than 5GB of objects. This is signi cantly more than will t into our 32 bit virtual memory and made heavy use of the PEVM's cache management. Furthermore, we w ere able to run ve threads per warehouse, each simulating a di erent client, for a total of 120 threads accessing those objects.
We plan to include a comparison between the performance of the PEVM and PM3 Hosking, Chen 99 in the nal paper. PM3 is a state-of-the-art high-performance implementation of orthogonal persistence for the systems programming language Modula-3.
Related work
This section discusses other orthogonal persistence solutions for the Java platform. These systems di er in the extent of their orthogonality and their scalability.
Serialization: Java Object Serialization JOS 98 encodes object graphs into byte streams; and it supports the corresponding reconstruction of those object graphs. It is the default persistence mechanism for the Java Platform. Serialization is easy to to use and, for many classes, automates the serialization deserialization of their instances. However, it only serializes classes that implement the java.io.Serializable interface. Since many core classes do not implement this, Serialization does not support orthogonality and persistence by reachability. It also su ers from severe performance problems. Furthermore, an entire stream must be deserialized before any objects can be used.
ObjectStore PSE Pro for Java: Excelon Corporation's ObjectStore PSE Pro for Java Landis et al. 97 is a single-user database implemented as a library. It provides automatic support for persistence but it requires that all class les be postprocessed to add annotations: additional calls to library methods to, e.g., fetch objects. This postprocessing complicates the management of class les since it results in two versions of each class le one for transient and one for persistent use. It also makes it di cult to use dynamic class loading. The additional method calls are expensive and slow program execution signi cantly.
PJama Classic: Our previous implementation of orthogonal persistence for the Java platform, PJama Classic, is based on the Classic" VM used in the Java 2 SDK, Standard Edition, v 1.2, which is signi cantly slower than the ResearchVM, primarily because of slower garbage collection and thread synchronization. The Classic VM uses a conservative garbage collector and objects are accessed indirectly though handles, which adds a cost to every object access. It also has a JIT, but PJama Classic does not support it. As a result, PJama Classic is approximately 10 times slower than the PEVM. PJama Classic is also more complex than the PEVM requires more software patches because the Classic VM has no memory access interface that corresponds to the ResearchVM's memsys: PJama Classic needs 2.3 times more patches, 1156 versus 501. The object cache in PJama Classic is separate from the heap, which made it possible to manage persistent objects specially at the cost of a more complex implementation. Like the PEVM, PJama Classic implements second chance eviction but since the garbage collector in the Classic VM is conservative, it lacks exact information about the location of objects, which signi cantly complicates eviction and checkpointing, both of which m a y m o ve objects referenced from a C stack. Another limitation of PJama Classic is that its custom-built store is directly addressed a PID is the o set of an object, which makes it nearly impossible to implement store garbage collection or reclustering that operate concurrently with a persistent program.
Gemstone J: Gemstone J Gemstone Systems 98 is a commercial application server that supports Ecommerce components, process automation, and J2EE TM services. It includes a high-performance implementation of persistence for the Java platform that approaches orthogonality more closely than most other systems. However, it requires use of a transactional API and does not have complete support for core classes. Gemstone J uses a modi ed version of the Java HotSpot TM performance engine. It implements a shared object cache that allows multiple Gemstone J VMs to concurrently access objects in the cache. When transactions commit, changed objects are visible to other VMs. It does not store the values of static elds persistently since Gemstone was concerned that this would cause too many third-part libraries to fail. Interestingly, while PJama moved towards using a uni ed heap and object cache, Gemstone J has moved towards a separate cache. Their most recent v ersion, 3.2.1, includes a separate Pom" region that holds most resident persistent objects. Apparently, Gemstone found that heap garbage collections shortened the lifetime of persistent objects and so reduced throughput. More study is needed to understand the advantages and tradeo s of using separate or combined object caches.
Conclusions
We set out to build a new OPJ implementation with better performance, scalability, and maintainability than PJama Classic. The PEVM's overall performance is good: it is about 10 times faster than PJama Classic with an overhead compared to an unchanged ResearchVM of about 15. This is largely because of our swizzling strategy, which made it simple to modify its optimizing JIT while preserving almost all of the speed of the code it generates. Also, our use of direct object pointers minimizes CPU overhead. It ties eviction to garbage collection, but we h a ve still been able to implement a v ariety of di erent eviction schemes. Finally, the PEVM's checkpointing is much faster than that of PJama Classic.
We have shown that the PEVM can scale to large numbers of objects. We do not yet know how well it scales with many h undreds of threads. We h a ve tried a moderate number of threads e.g., the 120 mentioned above, but we need to do further experiments. The PEVM has longer pause times than the ResearchVM, and we expect to work on improving responsiveness in the future. Responsiveness will become even more important as the scale of our programs and data increase.
We made a rst internal release of the PEVM in only half the time needed for PJama Classic. This was due to a combination of factors: our swizzling strategy, the ResearchVM's memsys memory interface, our decision to build a relatively simple system, and the quality of the system we started with the ResearchVM. The PEVM's relative simplicity compared to PJama Classic 501 VM source patches versus 1156 has made it easier for us to maintain.
We h a ve demonstrated that an implementation of orthogonal persistence for the Java platform can perform well, and can preserve most of the performance of the fast JVM upon which i t w as built.
